
Espresso Yourself’s Let Loose 
ARTIST AGREEMENT 

 
 
This contractual agreement is made this --th day of ---, 2011, between Tanya “Tanner” Pinkerman, representative for 
the group, Espresso Yourself, hereafter referred to as “the Artist”, and __________, representative for __________, 
hereafter referred to as “the Purchaser”. It is mutually agreed between the parties, as follows.  The Purchaser hereby 
engages the Artist, and the Artist hereby agrees to perform the engagement, the terms and conditions of which are set 
forth herein: 
 
 1.   Place of engagement:   
 
 2.   Date of engagement:   
 
 3.   Hours of engagement:   
 
 4.   Payment for engagement:  $600.00 per performance, plus travel expenses (gas mileage and lodging, if 

applicable).  $200 + travel expenses to Tanya Pinkerman; $200 to Tahni Cullen; 
$200 to Heather Verstraete. Payment by check or cash, prior to the start of the 
performance. 

 
 5.   Terms of engagement: Artist shall provide 

Guitar for songs; Videos on Flash Drive (or uploaded to a website) 
Power Point Presentation  
Programs to hand out 

 
  Purchaser shall provide  

STAGE SETUP:   
One table w/3 chairs around it; a secondary table w/no chairs (we will stand 
behind it). 
Three coffee mugs and a pitcher of water on one of the tables 
Center or side of stage: area for singer and guitar 
TECH:   
3 lapel mics, 1 vocal mic, 1 monitor wedge, 1 mic to amplify an acoustic guitar 
that has no pick up 
DVD Player for videos (unless it runs on the Laptop w/the slides)  
Computer that runs Power Point or other graphics program 
A person(s) to run sound & the Power Point presentation 

 
 6.   Cancellation:   If Espresso Yourself is cancelled by Purchaser on the day of the event due to 

inclement weather, prior to hours of engagement, Artist will be rescheduled for a 
future performance. If event is cancelled during the hours of engagement, Artist 
will receive full compensation. 

  If for any reason Espresso Yourself is cancelled 30 or more days prior to event, 
contract is null and void. 

 
The signatures below confirm that the parties have read and approve all terms above. 

 
 For Artist, Espresso Yourself  For Purchaser,  
 _______________________________ _______________________________ 
 Tanya “Tanner” Pinkerman  
 espressoyourself3@gmail.com   


